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Executive Summary 

Supply chain digital transformations created digital twins of physical supply chains. Digital 
transformations of financial supply chains will create financial digital twins. Financial supply chain 
visibility determines your enterprises’ agility and resiliency to supply chain disruptions.  

Supply chain disruptions happen all the time. 

When disruptions occur, time is money. Time to assess budgetary impact, make decisions and 
implement decisions can make or lose money. To assess impact, employees collect data from a 
complex web of applications and spreadsheets across organizational silos, sanitize, aggregate, 
and present to decision makers. A lot of ‘busy work’ with a lot of assumptions. In a digitized 
supply chain, data changes at digital speeds. With every disruption the ‘busy work’ increases 
employee stress and burnout. 

Supply chain talent shortage increases employee burnout.  

Humans cannot work at digital speeds. But digital assistants can. fiDA™, a supply chain digital 
assistant eliminates ‘busy work’ by your employees. fiDA™ comes programmed with decades of 
supply chain knowledge and complex cross-functional process interdependencies. Freeing 
employees from ‘busy work’ allows more time for collaboration with others to achieve desired 
outcomes. Digital assistants reduce employee stress and burnout to improve enterprise agility 
and resilience. 

Next generation workforce integrates digital assistants.  

Gartner & McKinsey have published research and recommendations addressing the challenges 
of hiring and training supply chain talent. fiDA™ implements the recommendations uniquely to 
offload ‘busy work’ to digital assistants that work 24X7. The who, where and how work is 
performed has changed. A smartphone is the preferred personal digital assistant employees use 
today. Purpose-driven digital assistants are the next evolution of smartphone use by workers. 
Employees can work from anywhere, anytime doing only what cannot be done by a digital 
assistant such as human to human collaboration. fiDA™ like any good assistant is a reliable, 
trusted, un-demanding and silent new workforce without retention issues. 

Click info@fichains.com to request information specific to your supply chain.  
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